
AP Literature and Composition  

Summer Reading Project 

 

Welcome to summer reading! This summer you will be reading from three texts: How to Read Literature 

Like a Professor, Brave New World, and a choice novel. The first goal of this assignment is to read engaging 

books of literary merit. You should experience the literature and hopefully enjoy the reading process. The 

second goal is to expand the way you read and think about literature. You should interpret the novels, 

examining and reading for their deeper meanings. 

 

All the work you do this summer will help prepare you for AP Literature and Composition. The concepts 

of literary analysis and the content of the novels will be used throughout the course, so take this summer 

work seriously.  Time, effort, and thought put in over the summer will benefit you throughout the year. 

 

Project Overview 

1. Read and annotate selected chapters from How to Read Literature like a Professor. 

2. Read and annotate a choice novel. 

3. Complete 5 brief, focused analyses, connecting concepts from How to Read Literature like a  

           Professor with your choice novel.  

4. Read and annotate Brave New World. 

5. Record 10 quotations from Brave New World and explain their relationship to the novel’s      

     themes. 

 

Deadlines 

•Choice novel analysis due Friday, July 24 

1. Complete all 5 analyses and upload them to Google Drive if you’ve written them elsewhere. 

2. Using Google Drive, share your journal entries with both Mrs. Baumann  

(baumannl@westerville.k12.oh.us) and Mr. Wilkerson (wilkersz@westerville.k12.oh.us)  -- make 

sure we have editing rights. You can use either your school or personal account. 

3. Can’t figure it out? E-mail either teacher; we will be happy to help you. 

 

•Brave New World quotation journals due first day of class. 

 

Late Policy 

10% deduction per day, up to 50% 

 

Book Distribution 

All books for summer reading will be provided by the school. Please listen to the announcements 

to learn when and where to pick up your books. 

 

Happy reading and writing! 

 

Leslie Baumann (baumannL@westerville.k12.oh.us)  

Zach Wilkerson (wilkersz@westerville.k12.oh.us) 
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Step 1. Read and annotate selections from How to Read Literature Like a Professor 

(HtRLLaP) by Thomas C. Foster 
 

First, read selections from How to Read Literature Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster. This book 

provides examples of many of the key elements good readers look for when reading literature. Informed 

readers see symbols, archetypes, and patterns in literature. They notice the way the author uses setting 

and character to develop ideas. This summer, you will begin to read literature in this deeper way. You 

will apply the concepts in HtRLLaP to the books you read over the summer. These concepts will help you 

develop meaning in some of the difficult texts we will discuss throughout the year. 

 

You will read and thoroughly annotate the following chapters for summer reading. See the attached 

annotation guide for suggestions on how to annotate.  

 

We will look at many additional sections throughout the year, so keep your book! 

 

Introduction: How’d He Do That? (xi-xviii) 

1. Every Trip is a Quest (1-6)   

4. Now Where Have I Seen Her Before? (23-31) 

5. When In Doubt, It’s from Shakespeare… (32-41) 

9. It’s More Than Just Rain or Snow (69-75)   

Interlude: Does He Mean That? (90-93)   

12. Is That a Symbol? (104-114)   

14. Yes, She’s a Christ Figure, Too (124-132)   

19. Geography Matters . . . (169-182) 

20.  . . . So Does Season (183-192)   

Interlude: One Story (193-200)   

26. Is He Serious? And others Ironies (252-261) 

27. A Test Case (262-294)   

Envoi (303-305) 

 

 

 

 

** This step must be completed before you are able to complete the rest of the summer assignment.** 

 

 

  



 

Step 2: Read and analyze choice novel  
  

After you’ve completed HtRLLaP, choose one of the following novels to read and thoroughly annotate. 

Read reviews online, talk to a librarian, or the AP teachers to decide which suits your tastes. Do not 

choose a book you have previously read. As you read, carefully annotate the text, focusing on the ideas 

learned from reading HtRLLaP. See attached annotation guide. 

  
A Prayer Owen Meany by John Irving   Never Let Me Go by Kazuo Ishiguro 
A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaleid Husseini  The Brief and Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao by Junot Diaz 
All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr  Shadow of the Wind by Carlos Ruiz Zafon 
Art of Fielding by Chad Harbach    The Blind Assassin by Margaret Atwood 
Atonement by Ian McEwan    The Color Purple by Alice Walker 
Cat’s Cradle by Kurt Vonnegut    The Namesake by Jhumpa Lahiri 
Catch-22 by Joseph Heller    The Tale of Edgar Sawtelle by David Wroblewski 
In the Lake of the Woods by Tim O’Brien   Yellow Raft on Blue Water by Michael Dorris 
Little Bee by Chris Cleave 

 
CAUTION: Some of the options contain events, language, and themes that are intended for mature readers. You, in 

conjunction with your parents or guardians, are responsible for selecting works that are appropriate to your particular 

tastes, values, and sensibilities.   

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Written Assignment: Focused Analyses 

 

After reading, write five, brief focused analyses on aspects of language and structure in your novel based 

on the chapters read in How to Read Literature Like a Professor. 

 

Requirements: 

•Write five 350-400-words responses. (Typed, double space, 12-point font) 

 

•Each response should connect at least one idea/chapter from How to Read Literature Like a Professor to 

your novel.  You can include more than one idea if it is appropriate. For example, if you were to have read 

The Great Gatsby (No, sorry, it’s not on the list.), you could refer to Chapter 19 of HtRLLaP and discuss 

how Fitzgerald uses geography to mirror the moral landscape of the novel. 

 

•Responses should contain textual evidence, including page numbers, from both your choice novel 

and HtRLLaP to support ideas. 

  

•Responses can address the choice novel as a whole, a specific section, a few different sections, a 

character, a place, or even a specific quote. Use whatever is appropriate to address the issue raised in 

HtRLLaP. However, throughout your five responses, you MUST pull evidence from all areas of the 

novel. It should be clear that you’ve read the entire novel. Endings are especially important in 

most literature, so you should address it in at least one entry. 

 

•Submit your work by July 24th using the method described above. 

 



Step 3: Read Brave New World by Aldous Huxley and keep a quotation journal 
 

As you read, carefully annotate the text. The form and style is up to you. See attached annotation guide. 

 

While reading, consider some of the book’s major themes listed below. You will find that many of the 

themes overlap. You may address more than one of these themes, but it is better to dig deeper into one or 

two themes than it is to briefly address many.  

 

•The disregard for human life 

•The dangers of consumerism 

•The dangers of big government 

•The purpose of life 

•The cost of happiness 

•The cost of a pleasure-driven society 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Written Assignment: Quotation Journal  

 

Record significant quotations from the text, including the page number. After each quote, explain how 

your selected text relates to one or more of the themes above along with how the idea reflected in the 

quote is reflected in today’s society.  

 

Requirements: 

•Record 10 significant quotations. Each must be at least a full sentence, but can be longer.  

 

•Include page numbers.   

 

•Write a brief explanation (100 to 200 words) of the importance of the quotation and explain how the 

quotation relates to one or more of the themes listed. 

 

•You may type or handwrite the quotations and your connections to the theme and today’s society. 

 

•These will be collected on the first day of class and will be used for further work.  

 

Do not consult Sparknotes, Pink Monkey or any other online or print literary analysis tool to 

identify significant quotations. This work is to be your original thought. Use of any of these sites 

will be considered plagiarism and will earn you a zero for the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AP Literature and Composition    Name ____________________________________ 

Choice Novel Analysis Rubric    Novel ____________________________________ 

 

______ A  Writing at this level demonstrates a complete and perceptive performance of the reading 

assignment. The response shows remarkable insight, understanding and control while connecting the 

concepts from HtRLLaP to the novel. The author addresses and fully develops an understanding of 

challenging and sophisticated concepts. The evidence from both texts is thoughtfully chosen and aptly 

supports ideas. A tight link between supporting evidence and the author’s intent is made. Ideas are 

communicated in a sophisticated, mature, and precise manner. The response avoids errors in mechanics, 

spelling, and usage. 

 

______ B  Writing at this level demonstrates a complete performance of the reading assignment. The 

response shows some insight and understanding, while connecting the concepts from HtRLLaP to the 

novel. The author addresses and develops an understanding of various concepts, but lacks the depth of 

thinking of a A-level response. The evidence from both texts is used to support ideas, but the links 

between supporting evidence and the author’s intent may be unbalanced or underdeveloped at times. 

Ideas are communicated clearly. The response mostly avoids errors in mechanics, spelling, and usage. 

 

______ C  Writing at this level demonstrates a cursory performance of the reading assignment.  The 

response shows limited insight and understanding, and only loosely connects the concepts from HtRLLaP 

to the novel. The concepts addressed by the author may be misunderstood or underdeveloped. Limited 

evidence is used to support ideas, and the links between supporting evidence and the author’s intent may 

be unclear. Ideas are communicated unevenly and may be confusing at times. The response includes 

errors in mechanics, spelling, and usage. 

 

______ D  Writing at this level demonstrates an incomplete performance of the reading assignment.  The 

response shows very limited insight and understanding, and does not connect the concepts from HtRLLaP 

to the novel. The concepts addressed by the author are misunderstood. Little or no evidence is used to 

support ideas. Ideas are underdeveloped or are ill conceived.  Ideas are confusing at times, and responses 

are brief, not meeting the minimum requirements. The response includes frequent errors in mechanics, 

spelling, and usage. 

 

______ F  Writing at this level demonstrates an incomplete and insincere performance of the reading 

assignment.  The writer shows little effort to connect the concepts from HtRLLaP to the novel. Minimum 

requirements of the assignment are not met, or the author plagiarized.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AP Literature and Composition    Name ____________________________________ 

Brave New World Quotation Journal Rubric   

 

 

______ A Quotation journals at this level demonstrate complete and perceptive performance of the reading 

assignment. Quotations were selected from the entirety of the work and include page numbers. Selected 

quotations are thoughtful and significant. The author insightfully connects quotations to the novel’s 

themes and relates the concepts to our world. Ideas are sophisticated and fully developed.  

 

______ B Quotation journals at this level demonstrate complete performance of the reading assignment. 

Quotations were selected from the entirety of the work and include page numbers. Most quotations are 

significant, but a few may lack importance. The author connects quotations to the novel’s themes and 

relates the concepts to our world, but ideas may not be fully developed and explained. 

 

______ C Quotation journals at this level demonstrate a cursory performance of the reading assignment. 

Quotations may not have been selected from the entirety of the work. Many quotations lack significance. 

The author fails to consistently connect quotations to the novel’s themes and loosely relates the concepts 

to our world, if at all. Ideas are not fully developed and are rushed. 

 

______ D Quotation journals at this level demonstrate an incomplete and insincere performance of the 

reading assignment. Quotations have not been selected from the entirety of the work. Quotations lack 

significance. The author fails to connect quotations to the novel’s themes and does not relate the concepts 

to our world. Minimum requirements were not met. 

 

______ F Quotation journals at this level are incomplete. Minimum requirements were not met or the 

author plagiarized.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AP Literature and Composition  

Annotation Guide 
 

Annotation is an important element of close reading, and strong readers use it to effectively interaction 

with a text. In the course, annotation will be an essential skill used throughout the year. While annotating, 

you can comment on and notate a variety of elements in your text: compelling literary devices, 

particularly beautiful passages, puzzling questions, and ideas with which you agree or disagree. The point 

is for you to have a conversation with the text, and annotations help this process. 

 

There are a multitude of helpful methods for marking a text. Here are just a few that you might choose: 

 

Commenting: Notate thoughts you have about events in the book, questions you might have, 

connections you draw, or anything you think is worthy of noting. You can use the front and back 

covers for especially important notes, character lists, etc. 

 

Underlining and/or Highlighting: Underline or highlight major points, important statements, 

passages that speak to you. This can be combined with commenting so you know why you 

underlined the passage. It’s important not to overuse this, otherwise you’ll lose the things that 

were really important. Different color highlighters can be used to notate different elements or 

trace different themes or characters. 

 

Circling, Boxing, Other Shapes: Use shapes like underlining and highlighting. But each shape can 

be used to notate similar points that connect, such as specific themes, motifs, characters, or 

literary devices.  

 

Abbreviations or symbols: Create symbols to mean specific things. For example, use a “?” to 

notate something you find confusing. Or you could simply star a passage that you think is 

particularly important, etc. 

 

Numbering: Use numbers to sequence points the author makes to develop ideas, or concepts that 

are general related, etc. 

 

Make up your own system! 

 

Students often complain that annotation slows their reading. That’s the point! If you hate annotating your 

first time through, feel free to go back and annotate after you’ve read a chapter or section. Reading a 

second time is a good idea anyway. If you have any questions, feel free to e-mail us throughout the 

summer. 

 

 

 

 


